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Instruction often starts with an explanation of a concept or principle before students are presented with problems to be solved. Recent research indicates that reversing this widely used tell-and-practice sequence (T&P) so that exploratory problem-solving precedes the instructional explanation (i.e., PS-I) might be more beneficial. We aimed to replicate this advantage, but we also hypothesized based on previous research that the effectiveness of PS-I would depend on how scaffolding prompts and specific ways of representing the problems are combined. In an in vivo experimental classroom study, 213 ninth graders were randomly allocated to either a T&P or 1 of 4 PS-I conditions (in a 2 x 2 design). In all PS-I conditions, exploratory problem-solving consisted of a comparing and contrasting cases activity. However, we varied whether the students processed grounded or idealized cases (containing or stripped off contextual detail, respectively) and whether the activity was scaffolded by an invention or a self-explanation prompt. We assessed transfer performance immediately after learning and 4 weeks later. The PS-I sequences were not generally more effective than the T&P sequence, the effectiveness was influenced by an interaction of scaffolding prompts and problem representation. Immediately after learning, T&P students were only outperformed by students who learned with grounded cases and self-explanation prompts, by students who learned with grounded cases and invention prompts, and by students who learned with idealized cases and invention prompts; only the latter retained this advantage 4 weeks after learning. We discuss potential reasons and emphasize that PS-I sequences demand careful design.

Educational Impact and Implications Statement
Problem-solving followed by instruction can be a more efficient learning sequence than the conventional order in which learners are told about a concept first and solve practice problems afterward. In a classroom experiment, we investigated how two aspects of designing the problem-solving phase influenced this advantage. Students learned about the slope of a graph of a linear function by comparing and contrasting cases with different representational characteristics and different instructional prompts. Only the combination of cases that were stripped off contextual detail with the prompt to invent a general solution led to sustained advantages in transfer performance over learners who were taught following the conventional tell-and-practice sequence.
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Presenting students with learning activities and materials that stimulate the acquisition of meaningful and transferable knowledge is among the most important professional competency requirements of teachers. However, doing so remains a challenge even for well-trained and experienced teachers. This is first and foremost the case for mathematics: Students often succeed to apply strategies and procedures to the problems they have been familiarized with during classroom practice but fail to solve structurally isomorphic but superficially different problems (e.g., Ross, 1987, 1989).

One example of a core mathematical concept of which an understanding is essential is the concept of the slope of linear functions and their graphical representation (i.e., graphs of linear functions). Linear functions and graphs are declared a key concept in mathematics curricula all over the world (e.g., Deutsche Kultusministerkonferenz, 2004; National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008; Schweizerische Konferenz der Erziehungsdirektoren, 2011). Understanding the slope of the graph of a linear function as rate of change facilitates the comprehension of concepts from numerous content domains; for example, for the concepts velocity, acceleration, and density in Physics, concentration in chemistry, reproduction rate in biology, and price per piece in economy. However, a deep understanding of the slope of
the graph of a linear function as the ratio of the change in the y-coordinates to the change in the x-coordinates cannot be taken for granted as a consequence of traditional classroom practice. Several studies showed that even university students were unable to interpret the slope of the graph of a linear function in unfamiliar situations (e.g., Gattis & Holyoak, 1996; Mullis, Martin, Gonzalez, & Christosworski, 2004; Stern, Aprea, & Ebner, 2003). Whether alternatives to traditional instruction will improve an understanding of graphs of linear functions when they are first introduced is in the focus of our study. Specifically, the first goal of our study was to replicate improvements in transfer performance reported in prior research that changed the instructional sequence from a standard tell-and-practice (T&P) approach to a sequence in which exploratory problem-solving preceded an instructional explanation. The second goal of our study was to extend this research by investigating whether the beneficial effect of changing the instructional sequence depends on the design of the exploratory problem-solving phase, specifically, on how it is scaffolded and on how problems are represented.

The Potential of Preceding Explicit Instruction by Exploratory Problem-Solving

In traditional T&P instruction, an instructor would start by explaining a concept or principle (e.g., tell it to the class or provide a written instructional explanation) before presenting problems that students have to solve (i.e., practice). This sequence is typical for classrooms all over the world and across age groups (Nathan, 2012). However, several researchers have provided evidence that other sequences can produce better learning outcomes (e.g., Kapur, 2008; Schwartz & Bransford, 1998; VanLehn, 1999) because learners often lack the knowledge to properly understand a generic instructional explanation of a principle, or they may have some prior knowledge but are unable to properly activate and access it and therefore cannot relate to and elaborate the new knowledge delivered by the instructional explanation. Schwartz and Bransford (1998) reasoned that learners need a preparation before there comes the “time for telling” an instructional explanation.

In the past decade, researchers have repeatedly shown that reversing the T&P sequence by first letting students explore and try to solve problems, before they receive an explicit explanation supports learning and transfer. Schwartz, Chase, Oppezzo, and Chin (2011) created a learning condition labeled “inventing with contrasting cases,” in which students had to compare two cases exemplifying the concept of density. Learners’ comparison of the cases was scaffolded by prompts to invent a formula that would highlight the difference between both cases. Only after this exploratory problem-solving phase, learners received an instructional explanation about the concept of density and its formulaic expression. On a transfer test, the learners in the inventing with contrasting cases condition outperformed learners who were taught following the T&P sequence. Similar advantages for a reversed instructional order have been reported for learning a basic statistic concept (Kapur, 2008, 2012; Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012). Even though students typically failed to invent a correct formula in these studies, the exploratory problem-solving activity prepared the students to benefit from an instructional explanation.

The struggle of the learners in the preparatory problem-solving activity might thus serve as a desirable difficulty (Bjork, 1994). Bjork stated that “that many of the most effective manipulations of training—in terms of post-training retention and transfer—share the property that they introduce difficulties for the learner” (p. 189). At the same time, however, Soderstrom and Bjork (2015) emphasized that “an ongoing challenge for researchers has been to identify when difficulties are desirable for learning and when they are not” (p. 193). According to the cognitive load theory (Sweller, van Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998), it is likely that difficulties are desirable when they increase the germane load in learners; that is, when they increase the mental effort devoted for processing relevant information and construction of concepts. This consideration is supported by Loibl, Roll, and Rummel (2016), who systematically reviewed studies which tested effects of learning settings in which an initial problem-solving phase was followed by an instructional phase (i.e., PS-I). Accordingly, PS-I can unfold its benefits by activating prior knowledge, making learners aware of their knowledge gaps, and highlighting deep structures of the target knowledge. Thus, PS-I sequences are challenging, but this difficulty might actually prepare learners to recognize the value of an instructional explanation and thereby benefit from them.

Design Features of PS-I Learning Environments

Scaling up scientific insights gained in lab studies to classroom practice is not always as smooth as expected by scientists (e.g., Star et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the majority of PS-I studies was run with school students in real classrooms, the contents dealt with in the studies were part of the curriculum, and the developed learning materials were ready to use. Therefore, at first sight, PS-I research seems mature for informing teacher-trainers as well as in-service-teachers when planning their classroom activities. However, we caution that there are many more decisions to make and barriers to overcome, before an idea developed by scientists will be ready for substituting traditional classroom practice. Why are we cautious?

In a solid research design, an intervention group is usually compared to a control group which has undergone a different learning activity. To trace back a potential superiority of the intervention group to the nature of its learning activity, all context and design features (e.g., time credited to the learners, design of the material, social contact with tutors) have to be kept constant in both groups. In such a design, however, potential interactions between these features and the learning activities remain uncovered. The success of the intervention group might be traced back to a positive interplay of its learning activity and context and design features. Implementing the activity under different conditions could therefore reduce or even waive its efficacy. Even worse, a negative interplay between the learning activities of the control group and context and design features might put the control group at a disadvantage; findings would then be falsely attributed to the benefits of the favored activity. Before generalizing the effects of an intervention study, one should therefore carefully consider that an instructional method can hardly be isolated from the context and design features that were held constant. Learning researchers are usually aware of the limited generalizability of findings to other content areas or age groups (e.g., Fiorella & Mayer, 2016); Learning methods that proved successful in a particular setting have to unfold their potential for various content domains and learning groups. So far, however, potential interactions between different design features of a PS-I sequence have received less attention.

Researchers have typically implemented comparing and contrasting cases activities in PS-I sequences (e.g., Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012;
Schwartz et al., 2011). These activities can trigger structural alignment of the cases, which enables learning by schema abstraction, inference projection, difference detection, and rerepresentation (Gentner, 2010). It is, however, not sufficient to simply juxtapose cases (Alfieri, Nokes-Malach, & Schunn, 2013; Chin, Chi, & Schwartz, 2016; Renkl, 2014). In the present study, we investigated how two design features of the comparing and contrasting cases activity influence the effectiveness of a PS-I sequence. The first feature comprises the question of how to engage students in productive comparing and contrasting activities. Researchers have shown that instructional prompts are needed that trigger, scaffold, and guide the structural alignment of the cases (e.g., Roelle & Berthold, 2015; Sidney, Hatikudur, & Alibali, 2015). Two prominent prompts that we also used in the present study are to ask students (a) to write self-explanations that demand integration of the cases (Sidney et al., 2015; Williams & Lombrozo, 2013), and (b) to invent a canonical solution (e.g., an index, a formula, a principle, or a procedure) that captures commonalities and differences of the cases (e.g., Chin et al., 2016; Gloger-Frey, Fleischer, Giny, Kappich, & Renkl, 2015; Schwartz et al., 2011). The second feature has surprisingly hitherto not received much attention from researchers who investigate comparing and contrasting cases activities. It comprises the question of how the cases themselves are represented (to foreshadow: We will distinguish between cases that are grounded in a specific context and idealized cases that strip off contextual detail). In the following, we first discuss these two design features separately, before we hypothesize a potential interaction of these features.

Two Ways to Scaffold Comparing and Contrasting Cases Activities: Self-Explanation and Invention Prompts

Asking students to generate explanations is by itself a productive learning activity that enhances learning outcomes in comparison to unguided discovery learning (Alfieri, Brooks, Aldrich, & Tenenbaum, 2011). Typically, self-explanation prompts are combined with worked examples; that is, examples or cases are presented together with their solution (Renkl, 2014). Most learners do not spontaneously produce and engage in deep self-explanations in which they monitor their learning processes, connect novel to their prior knowledge, and abstract from the examples and cases to identify an underlying principle (Atkinson, Renkl, & Merrill, 2003; Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989). Therefore, learners should be prompted to produce principle-based self-explanations. That is, to explicitly ask learners to try to identify an underlying principle and to write down their thoughts (e.g., Rau, Aleven, & Rummel, 2015). Sidney and colleagues (2015) conducted a direct test of the necessity to scaffold comparing and contrasting activities by self-explanation prompts. In their study, undergraduates learned about fraction division. Their results indicate that merely presenting several cases simultaneously was not sufficient to enhance learning outcomes. Only if the simultaneous presentation of cases was coupled with self-explanation prompts, this promoted conceptual learning.

Another way to scaffold comparing and contrasting cases activities is to prompt learners to invent a canonical solution or a generalized description (e.g., an index, a formula, a principle, or a procedure) for the set of cases (Schwartz et al., 2011). For example, several studies (e.g., Kapur, 2012; Loibl & Rummel, 2014) used materials in which students had to compare different soccer players (i.e., cases) to determine which player was the most consistent striker. A table listed the annual amount of goals shot by three different players over several years. Students were prompted to invent an index that unequivocally indicates consistency. To solve this task, students would, in principle, have to invent the concept of variance. Students typically fail to invent it, but their exploratory problem-solving can prepare them for an explicit explanation of the concept that is provided afterward.

While self-explanation prompts are typically coupled with worked examples in which a case is presented together with its solution, it is self-evident that invention prompts can only be combined with cases that are presented without their solution. Typically, cases are developed so that only the use of the target concept or method would allow for an unequivocal description of the cases. As described above, a generalized description of consistency across all cases given (e.g., soccer players) should only be possible if students would actually invent and use the concept of variance. This was realized in the studies by Kapur (2012) and Loibl and Rummel (2014). The students knew, inter alia, how to compute the mean and the range (i.e., they had relevant prior knowledge), but the cases were developed in such a way that these two statistical values were identical for the three soccer players and therefore did not provide unequivocal evidence which player was most consistent. Only the application of the concept of variance allowed for an unequivocal description of consistency.

Prompts to invent solutions are often embedded in collaborative activities (e.g., Chin et al., 2016; Kapur, 2012), but they have also been successfully used in individual settings (e.g., Belenky & Nokes-Malach, 2012; Kapur, 2014). Few studies have directly compared the effectiveness of invention prompts in collaborative or individual learning settings; these studies do not show clear advantages for either setting (Mazzotti, Loibl, & Rummel, 2014, 2015; Sears, 2006). To foreshadow, in the present study, we used an individual learning setting.

Recently, studies revealed a more mixed picture concerning the benefits of inventing. Chin and colleagues (2016) confirmed in two studies in which students learned about projectile motion that prompting student to invent a single method led to superior learning than prompting students to list commonalities and differences of the cases. However, Gloger-Frey and colleagues (2015) found that students whose learning was scaffolded by an invention prompt performed worse in a transfer test than students who learned with worked examples. We suppose that such inconsistent findings may result from interactions with another design feature of the comparing and contrasting cases activity.

Two Ways to Represent Cases: Grounded and Idealized Problem Presentation

If an educator wants to implement a comparing and contrasting cases activity, she has to design the cases or select them from a resource. Reviewing a broad range of research, Belenky and Schalk (2014) have shown that representational characteristics of single cases, especially the amount of contextual detail, strongly influence students’ performance. Belenky and Schalk distinguished between grounded and idealized cases. Grounded cases situate a principle (or a concept, a generic method, etc.) in a specific context, containing a relevant, but also sometimes irrelevant, or even seductive detail. Idealized cases, in contrast, strip out as much contextual detail as possible; that is, idealized cases
represent a principle in an abstract and generic fashion. Differences between grounded and idealized cases can be subtle, but can nonetheless cause substantially different learning outcomes. Goldstone and Sakamoto (2003), for example, showed that students gained a better initial understanding if a simulation of complex adaptive systems principles was grounded (i.e., agents and objects represented in a specific context; here ants foraging for pieces of food), while students’ transfer performance benefited from an idealized simulation (i.e., agents and objects depicted as arbitrary geometrical shapes). To foreshadow, in the present study, we labeled the axes of coordinate systems with meaningful concepts (e.g., filling level in a rain barrel on the y-axis, and time in hours on the x-axis) in the grounded conditions or provided the coordinate systems without labels in the idealized conditions. That is, we rather manipulated the semantics of the cases, and not the perceptual details (note that, labeling or not labeling axes also slightly manipulates the perceptual details, but not in a strong sense as, e.g., using decorative pictures to illustrate the relation depicted in a graph). We assume that this manipulation illustrates a central decision that educators have to make when designing cases or selecting them from a resource.

Close inspection of the materials used in previous research on comparing and contrasting cases activities indeed indicates that the representational characteristics of the cases vary between studies (more about this in the next section). However, to the best of our knowledge, there are only few studies in which researchers experimentally manipulated the representational characteristics (including their similarity) in comparing and contrasting cases activities. Two studies on early language learning indicated that 18-month-olds’ ability to generalize names depends on the variability of the examples encountered when learning (Perry, Samuelson, Malloy, & Schiffer, 2010), and that 3-year-olds’ performance in a categorization task decreases if the exemplars contain irrelevant detail (Ankowski, Vlach, & Sandhofer, 2012). A study on algebra-like mathematical problem-solving showed that university students’ learning and transfer benefitted more from juxtaposing a problem with a dissimilar than with a similar example (Lee, Betts, & Anderson, 2015). Surprisingly, even the probably most comprehensive compendium on design principles that can improve case-and example-based learning by Renkl (2014) does not encompass the feature of representational characteristics. However, from the research on the effects of representational characteristics of single problem representations or cases (as reviewed by Belenky & Schalk, 2014), one can conclude that representational characteristics do matter and influence students’ learning and transfer performance. Moreover, we assume that there might be interactions between the scaffolding prompts used to prompt comparing and contrasting cases activities and the representational characteristics of cases.

Potential Interactions Between Scaffolding Prompts and Representational Characteristics of Cases

Previous research investigating self-explanation and invention prompts has used a wide variety of materials, but the representational characteristics of the cases have not been systematically varied. Given that learners have to provide a verbatim description about the cases and/or the underlying principle when writing self-explanations, this task might actually be facilitated when the prompt is coupled with grounded cases. Indeed, looking at the materials used in research on self-explanation prompts indicates that the cases are often situated in a broad context and typically provide a lot of verbatim detail (e.g., Atkinson et al., 2003; Berthold & Renkl, 2009; Rau et al., 2015). Consequently, we assume that grounding cases in a context could make it easier to write about them, to make reference to them, and to identify contextual details as superficial characteristics that vary between them and are thus irrelevant.

Prompting students to invent a canonical solution (e.g., a single formula, a generic concept) for several cases is a highly challenging task for students (Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012). Inspecting the design of the cases in the studies in which students were prompted to invent an index for consistency reveals that this difficult task is simplified by presenting idealized cases (e.g., Kapur, 2012; Loibl & Rummel, 2014). Students’ processing of the cases is aided by aligning them in a table, not much contextual information about the cases is given (only that they are soccer players). Given that the inventing task is challenging, we assume that this scaffolding prompt benefits from a coupling with cases whose design helps students to focus on the key aspects by stripping away contextual detail (e.g., without presenting distracting details about the clubs for which the players scored the goals). Contextual detail might distract learners from the key variation in the cases on which they should focus. Put differently, grounded cases might increase the extraneous load when combined with invention prompts and consequently reduce students’ germane load.

The Current Study

To investigate the potential interaction between scaffolding prompts and the representational characteristics of the cases, we developed learning materials to introduce ninth graders to the concept of the slope of the graph of a linear function \( m = \frac{\Delta y}{\Delta x} \). We implemented a \( 2 \times 2 \) factorial between-subjects design. That is, we presented either idealized or grounded cases and coupled the cases either with self-explanation or invention prompts in the learning materials. We used graphs of linear functions as cases (see Figure 1) and manipulated their representational characteristics in a simple way. In the grounded conditions, we denoted the axes of the graphs with meaningful labels; in the idealized conditions, we removed these labels. In the self-explanation conditions, we presented cases together with the respective value of the slope (i.e., a basic form of a worked example) of the linear function (exactly how it is represented in Figure 1) and prompted students to explain the slopes. In the invention conditions, we removed the values of the slopes and prompted students to invent an index that could unequivocally represent steepness.

The learning materials in these four (i.e., \( 2 \times 2 \)) conditions implemented the PS-I sequence. That is, students started with the comparing and contrasting cases activity before receiving an instructional explanation on how to compute the slope of the graph of a linear function. To evaluate whether this sequence is beneficial independent of the specific design features implemented in the different conditions, we developed an additional condition based on the T&P sequence. In the T&P sequence, students received the instructional explanation before they computed the slopes for several cases (the same number of cases as used in the experimental conditions). Overall, we thus had five experimental conditions.
Figure 1. The eight cases of linear slopes as presented in the explain–grounded condition. In the grounded conditions, we labeled the axes of the coordinate systems to situate the slopes in a concrete context; in the idealized conditions, we removed these labels. In the explain conditions, we presented the values for the slope and learners were prompted to write explanations for how these values can be derived. In the invent conditions, we removed these values and learners were prompted to invent a method to describe the slope of the graph of a linear function.
in our study. We measured the effectiveness of the different conditions with a test on two measurement points: immediately after learning and 4 weeks later. The tasks in this test differed in context and format from the cases studied in the learning materials. Therefore, we refer to this test as a transfer test (more detail on materials and procedure is provided in the method sections).

We pursued two research questions with our study. Research Question 1 addressed whether the PS-I sequence is generally more effective than the T&P sequence, regardless of the representational characteristics and the prompts used to scaffold the comparing and contrasting cases activities. To this aim, we compared the four PS-I conditions to the T&P condition. All PS-I conditions were based on a comparing and contrasting cases activity. Furthermore, we assumed that the PS-I sequences would pose a desirable difficulty for students, as they had to try on their own (and might fail) to solve problems before receiving an instruction how to actually solve the problems. These difficulties may increase students’ germane load in comparison to students who immediately receive an explanation and simply practice application of this explanation afterward (i.e., students in the T&P sequence). Given this reasoning and the previous research on the benefits of PS-I, we formulated Hypothesis 1.

Hypothesis 1: At both measurement points, each of the four PS-I conditions will lead to better performance in the transfer test than the T&P condition.

Research Question 2 addressed the interaction between scaffolding prompts and representational characteristics used in the comparing and contrasting cases activity in the four PS-I conditions. On the one hand, we assumed that the invention prompt might benefit from a coupling with idealized cases rather than with grounded cases because these cases could help learners to focus on the key aspects. In the words of the cognitive load theory (Sweller et al., 1998), this kind of coupling thus increases the germane load and decreases the extraneous load (i.e., the labels of the axes are irrelevant for invented an index for the slopes). On the other hand, we assumed that the self-explanation prompt might benefit from a coupling with grounded cases rather than with idealized cases because the concrete features of the cases (i.e., the labels) may make it easier to write about and reference the cases. Again, in the words of the cognitive load theory, this kind of coupling thus increases the germane load and decreases extraneous load (i.e., the labels help students to describe and make reference to the cases). Given these assumption, we formulated Hypothesis 2.

Hypothesis 2: For both measurement points, the $2 \times 2$ analysis of variance with the factor prompts (Self-Explanation, Invention) and representational characteristics (grounded, idealized) will reveal a disordinal interaction. Specifically, the self-explanation prompt/grounded cases condition will lead to superior transfer performance than the self-explanation prompt/idealized cases condition, while the invention prompt/idealized cases condition will be superior to the invention prompt/grounded cases condition.

We tested these two hypotheses in an in vivo experimental classroom study. That is, we randomly distributed the different learning materials among the students in several ninth-grade mathematics classrooms.

Method

Participants

Overall, 213 students from a medium-sized Swiss city participated. We conducted an in vivo study and tested in 10 classrooms. Data of 24 students (11%) could not be used because they had severe language problems or missed the second test session. Thus, analyses are based on 189 students (94 girls) with a mean age of 15.6 years. The learning materials of all conditions were randomly distributed within a classroom (i.e., in all classroom, all conditions were implemented). The institutional ethics review board approved the study.

Materials

Learning materials. In all five conditions, students received the same instructional explanation. It was printed on a single page and provided a generic description of the mathematical formula for how to compute the slope of the graph of a linear function together with a graphical representation in a coordinate system (see Figure 2).

In all four PS-I conditions, students first received a booklet that juxtaposed the eight cases on a single page. They received the instructional explanation only after they worked through this booklet. In the grounded conditions, we presented the coordinate systems used for the cases with meaningful labels. In the idealized conditions, we removed these labels.

In the explain conditions, we presented the cases together with the value for the slopes. We prompted self-explanations with four questions. These questions aimed to focus students’ attention to identify how the value of the slope could be derived and computed. The first question prompted students to draw a graphical aid that illustrates how one could compute the slope and to explain their graphical aid. The second, third, and fourth questions prompted students to explain under which conditions the value of the slope becomes positive, negative, or zero, respectively.

In the invent conditions, we prompted students to invent a canonical solution for how to compute the slopes that works for all cases. To this aim, we asked students to imagine that they were calling a friend who cannot see the graphs, but wants to know about them. Thus, students needed to develop a method to ensure that their friend understands exactly how the cases look like (with regard to the slope only; we did not introduce the intercept in any learning material).

In contrast to the PS-I conditions, T&P learners first read the instructional explanation. Afterward, they received a booklet presenting the eight cases one after another (four grounded and four idealized, intermixed). The cases were presented without the value of the slope (as in the invent conditions) and we asked students to compute the slopes for each case. We reminded them that they can use and apply the formula they learned about in the instructional explanation.
Thus, all learning materials demanded active work of the students. In the T&P condition, students had to compute solutions for the eight cases. In the explain conditions, students had to provide four explanations about the slopes of the cases. In the invent conditions, students had to develop their own solution for how to compute the slopes. In additional explorative analyses (see Results section), we evaluated how students’ quality of work during learning was related to their performance on the transfer test.

Tests. We developed a test comprising 20 tasks. Twelve of the tasks required calculating solutions to given problems, the other eight tasks required to provide conceptual descriptions (see Table 1 for exemplary tasks). Tasks were situated in contexts that differed from the contexts studied in the learning materials, but we informed students that the learning materials had provided them with all information necessary to solve these tasks. Therefore, we refer to this test as a cued transfer test. Using Barnett and Ceci’s (2002) taxonomy for transfer tasks, the contextual distance of the tasks to the learning materials can be described as follows. Transfer distance is near for the physical context (learning and transfer in the same room at school), functional context (learning and transfer are both clearly academic), social context (student work individually while learning and while solving the transfer test), and modality (both learning and transfer require processing written materials in similar format). Transfer distance is medium for knowledge domain (tasks of the transfer test require to solve problems situated in various context that have not been used in the learning materials) and temporal context (transfer test is conducted immediately after learning and with a delay of 4 weeks).
Testing comprised two sessions. We fully informed the teachers of the experiment and thus would have confounded the experimental variation in the teaching until after the second session. This ensured that students did not receive additional instruction independent from the learning materials developed for this study. In all classrooms, we were able to spatially separate the students to prevent copying from classmates.

The first session lasted 100 min comprising two 45-min lessons (45 min is the typical duration of a lesson in Switzerland) and a 10-min break. In the first lesson, we administered the demographic and the motivational questionnaire first (5 min). Afterward, we randomly distributed the different learning materials among the students. We told the students that they would be working with different materials. These materials were color-coded to help the experimenter (all testing was conducted by the first author) communicate about the different materials. Students were told that depending on the color of their learning materials, they will get new materials after a specific time. This procedure allowed to realize all experimental conditions simultaneously in one classroom and to equate the time on task across conditions.

Specifically, students in the T&P condition started with the instructional explanation. They had 5 min to read it. Afterward, the experimenter removed the explanation and handed over the booklets with the cases on which the students worked until the end of the first lesson (i.e., 30 min). In the PS-I conditions, the experimenter gave the students the booklets with the cases first. They had 30 min to work on these materials. After 30 min, the experimenter removed the booklets and handed over the instructional explanation. Like in the T&P condition, students had 5 min to read this explanation. If one of the students in any condition finished earlier, we asked her or him to go over the materials again, imagining to prepare for an exam.

After this learning phase, a 10-min break followed. In the second lesson of the first session, we administered the transfer test. Students had 45 min to answer the questions of the transfer test.

In the second session 4 weeks later, we administered the transfer test again. Afterward, we debriefed the students. In the first session, we insured the students that data collection is completely anonymous (by using a specific coding system) and that their teachers will not get any information about their performance. We motivated students’ participation by telling them that the results of the experiment will be helpful in improving the design of educational learning materials.

### Results

To ensure that the random distribution of learning materials within classes resulted in comparable groups, we first compared...
student’s math and German grades (grades range from 1 to 6 in Switzerland, with 6 representing the best grade) as well as their performance and mastery goal orientation (see Table 2 for means and standard deviations). There were no statistically significant differences regarding Math grades (six students did not provide their math grades; therefore, this analysis includes n = 183), F(4, 179) = 0.308, p = .872, η² = .007; German grades (seven students did not provide their German grades; therefore, this analysis includes n = 182), F(4, 178) = 0.181, p = .948, η² = .004; performance goal orientation, F(4, 184) = 0.520, p = .721, η² = .011; and mastery goal orientation, F(4, 184) = 0.454, p = .769, η² = .010.

Next, we investigated Hypotheses 1. We hypothesized that all PS-I conditions would outperform the T&P condition on both measurement points. We compared the immediate and delayed transfer test performance (see Table 2 and Figure 3) of the four PS-I (invent grounded, invent idealized, explain grounded, and explain idealized) and the T&P conditions in a 2 (Time: repeated assessment of the transfer test) × 5 (Condition) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). The interaction of Time × Condition, F(4, 184) = 2.806, p = .027, η² = .057, as well as the effect of condition, F(4, 184) = 3.225, p = .014, η² = .066, were statistically significant, while the effect of time was not statistically significant, F(4, 184) = .017, p = .895, η² = .000.

The interaction indicates that the differences between conditions changed across the two measurement points. To unpack the interaction and to determine which of the four PS-I conditions outperformed T&P, we computed preplanned contrasts derived from Hypothesis 1 between conditions separately for the immediate and the delayed transfer assessment.

For the immediate transfer test, we found that not all PS-I conditions significantly outperformed T&P. Specifically, one-sided tests (justified by the directional Hypothesis 1) showed significant advantages over T&P for invent grounded (p = .045, d = .399), invent idealized (p = .001, d = .768), and explain grounded (p = .023, d = .475), but not for explain idealized (p = .405, d = .119). The only other significant difference between conditions in the immediate transfer test indicated that explain idealized outperformed explain idealized (p = .007, d = .812). For the delayed transfer test, we found significant advantages over T&P only for invent idealized (p = .017, d = .573), but not for invent grounded (p = .373, d = .073), explain grounded (p = .470, d = .018), and explain idealized (p = .337, d = .101). Actually, invent idealized did not only outperform the T&P condition, but also the three other PS-I conditions (invent grounded: p = .012, d = .598; explain grounded: p = .034, d = .511, explain idealized: p = .010, d = .642). The performance on the transfer test was stable over time within conditions (all correlations between the immediate and delayed transfer test performance (.612 < r < .772 with ps < .001) and the stability (i.e., the correlations) did not differ between conditions (all Fisher’s Z values < 1.305).

To test Hypothesis 2 according to which the different representational characteristics of cases (grounded or idealized) interact with the different kind of prompts (self-explanation or invention), we computed a 2 (Time: repeated assessment of the transfer performance) × 2 (Representational Characteristics) × 2 (Kind of Prompt) repeated-measures ANOVA. This analysis showed no significant effects of the three-way Interaction Time × Representational Characteristics × Kind of Prompt, F(1, 150) = .181, p = .671, η² = .001, of the two-way Interaction Time × Kind of Prompt, F(1, 150) = .412, p = .522, η² = .003, and of the main effects time, F(1, 150) = 1.010, p = .317, η² = .007, and representational characteristics, F(1, 150) = .219, p = .640, η² = .001. The two-way interactions of Time × Representational Characteristics, F(1, 150) = 6.821, p = .001, η² = .043, and Representational Characteristics × Kind of Prompt, F(1, 150) = 6.526, p = .012, η² = .042, as well as the main effect of kind of prompt, F(1, 150) = 4.028, p = .047, η² = .026, were statistically significant.

The two-way interaction of time and representational characteristics emerged because the performance of learners who studied grounded cases dropped slightly over time (from MImmediate = 12.090 to MDelayed = 11.213) while the performance of learners who studied idealized cases slightly increased over time (from MImmediate = 11.733 to MDelayed = 12.114). The two-way inter-

### Table 2

| Number of Participants and Means (Standard Deviations) per Condition for All Questionnaires and Tests |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| | Number of participants, questionnaires, and tests | T&P | 35 | 39 | 39 | 39 | 37 |
| | Math grade | 4.84 (.56) | 4.98 (.63) | 4.94 (.64) | 4.85 (.80) | 4.91 (.54) |
| | German grade | 4.77 (.41) | 4.78 (.41) | 4.85 (.42) | 4.83 (.45) | 4.81 (.49) |
| | Performance orientation (max. 21) | 15.57 (3.21) | 14.94 (3.80) | 15.69 (3.43) | 15.77 (3.43) | 16.00 (3.24) |
| | Mastery orientation (max. 21) | 17.94 (2.46) | 18.00 (2.13) | 18.33 (1.40) | 17.72 (2.45) | 17.81 (2.31) |
| | Immediate transfer | | | | | | |
| | Total (max. 20) | 10.53 (3.29) | 11.96 (3.86) | 13.14 (3.50) | 12.22 (3.81) | 10.32 (3.44) |
| | Conceptual description items (max. 8) | 3.54 (1.42) | 4.24 (1.78) | 4.31 (1.81) | 4.19 (1.59) | 3.57 (1.56) |
| | Calculation items (max. 12) | 6.99 (2.46) | 7.72 (2.74) | 8.83 (2.21) | 8.03 (2.71) | 6.76 (2.70) |
| | Delayed transfer | | | | | | |
| | Total (max. 20) | 11.34 (3.63) | 11.05 (4.25) | 13.27 (3.08) | 11.41 (4.12) | 10.96 (3.91) |
| | Conceptual description items (max. 8) | 3.67 (1.51) | 3.76 (1.64) | 4.51 (1.71) | 4.01 (1.62) | 4.05 (1.62) |
| | Calculation items (max. 12) | 6.84 (2.49) | 6.79 (3.07) | 8.01 (2.26) | 6.69 (3.15) | 6.28 (2.87) |

Note: max. = maximum; T&P = tell-and-practice condition; invent = invention conditions; explain = self-explanation conditions; grounded = conditions in which graphs were situated in a specific context by labeling the axes; idealized = conditions in which graphs were presented without labeled axes.
action of Representational Characteristics \( \times \) Kind of Prompt qualifies the main effect of kind of prompt. Namely, learners in the two invent conditions showed a better transfer performance than learners in the two explain conditions, but the interaction additionally indicates that learners in the invent conditions showed a better performance when they learned with idealized (\( M_{\text{idealized}} = 13.205 \)) than with grounded cases (\( M_{\text{grounded}} = 11.506 \)) while learners in the explain conditions showed an inferior performance when they learned with idealized (\( M_{\text{idealized}} = 10.642 \)) than with grounded cases (\( M_{\text{grounded}} = 11.814 \)). This pattern is exactly the disordinal interaction, we formulated in Hypothesis 2.

While the significant representational characteristics \( \times \) kind of prompt interaction and the visual pattern in Figure 3 match our second hypothesis, it is also obvious from inspecting Figure 3 that the pattern is not particularly pronounced, especially in the delayed transfer performance. Preplanned comparisons between conditions for both transfer assessments support this impression. We predicted that the invent prompt would lead to better performance if coupled with idealized compared to when coupled with grounded cases; and that the explain prompt would lead to better performance if coupled with grounded compared to when coupled with idealized cases. For the invent prompt, the data supported our prediction only at the delayed, \( t(76) = 2.640, p = .010, d = .598 \), but not at the immediate transfer assessment, \( t(76) = 1.412, p = .162, d = .320 \). For the explain prompt, the data supported our prediction only at the immediate, \( t(74) = 2.266, p = .026, d = .523 \), but not at the delayed transfer assessment, \( t(74) = .481, p = .632, d = .110 \). Furthermore, it did not make a statistically detectable difference whether grounded cases were coupled with invent or explain prompts, immediate transfer: \( t(76) = .295, p = .769, d = .068 \); delayed transfer: \( t(76) = .379, p = .706, d = .086 \); but learners showed a better transfer performance when idealized cases were coupled with invent than with explain prompts, immediate transfer: \( t(74) = 3.534, p = .001, d = .813 \); delayed transfer: \( t(74) = 2.809, p = .006, d = .642 \).

Taken together, the data provides partial support for our hypotheses: problem-solving before instruction can lead to significant and stable transfer performance advantages over T&P, but this advantage depends on the design of the problem-solving activity. Before discussing our results in more detail, we report additional explorative analyses that might illuminate potential mechanisms underlying our findings.

**Additional Exploratory Analyses**

We explored with additional analyses (a) whether the two motivational aspects that we measured, that is, performance and mastery orientation, did have a differential effect varying across conditions for the two transfer assessments; (b) whether students’ activity during learning correlated with their transfer performance; and (c) whether differences in transfer performance were mainly driven by the tasks that required calculating solutions to given problems or by the tasks that required to provide conceptual descriptions.

**Motivational aspects.** To explore how the motivational aspects influenced transfer performance, we recomputed the 2 (Time: repeated assessment of the transfer test) \( \times \) 5 (Condition) repeated-measures ANOVAs reported above, but now additionally included the scores for performance and mastery orientation as covariates. This analysis did not show significant main effects of either motivational aspect nor interactions of these aspects with the other factors (all ps > .05) while the effect of condition remained for the marginal estimated means (i.e., the transfer performance controlled for motivation), \( F(4, 174) = 3.615, p = .007, \eta^2_p = .077 \). Thus, performance and mastery orientation did not play an important role in determining the outcome of our study.

**Students’ activity during learning.** In the introduction, we speculated that PS-I sequences might serve as a desirable difficulty and thus support learning in comparison to T&P which might be less challenging. To shed some light on this speculation, we analyzed how learners performed during working with the learning materials. That is, learners had to either solve practice problems (T&P), invent a solution (invent grounded, invent idealized), or write explanations (explain grounded, explain idealized). For T&P, we coded
whether students solved the practice problems correctly or not. For the invent conditions, we used a coding scheme with five categories to capture the quality of the invented solutions: (a) missing (i.e., student did not invent any solution), (b) wrong–incoherent (i.e., student invented several solutions for the different cases and all of these solutions are wrong), (c) wrong–coherent (i.e., student invented a general solution for all cases, but it does not work), (d) correct–incoherent (i.e., student invented several solutions for subgroups of cases that do only work for these subgroups), and (e) correct–coherent (i.e., student invented a general solution for all cases that works). For the explain conditions, we used a coding scheme with four categories: (a) missing (i.e., student did not produce any explanation), (b) incorrect (i.e., student provided an explanation that does not work at all), (c) partially wrong (i.e., student provided an explanation that works for some cases, but not as a general solution), and (d) correct (i.e., student provided an explanation that works generally). Two independent raters (student coworkers who were blind to hypotheses) coded the answers of 10 randomly selected participants per condition. Interrater agreement was 100% for T&P, 95% for the invent conditions, and 86.25% for the explain conditions. Disagreements were solved by discussion and one of the raters coded all remaining answers of participants.

The solution rate in the T&P condition for the eight practice problems was high ($M = 6.914; SD = 1.269$). The solution rate was not statistically related to the performance on the immediate, Spearman’s $\rho(35) = -.013, p = .942$, and delayed transfer assessments, Spearman’s $\rho(35) = .010, p = .955$.

Also, students were quite successful in inventing a solution; most students came up with a solution that was scored as either (4) correct—incoherent or (5) correct coherent (invent$\text{grounded}$: $M = 4.462, SD = 1.047$; invent$\text{idealized}$: $M = 4.436, SD = 0.912$). The quality of the invented solutions did not differ between both conditions, $t(76) = .115, p = .909, d = .026$. In the invent$\text{grounded}$ condition, the quality of the invented solution showed a positive statistically significant correlation with performance on the immediate, Spearman’s $\rho(39) = .421, p = .008$, and the delayed transfer assessment, Spearman’s $\rho(39) = .485, p = .002$. In contrast, in the invent$\text{idealized}$ condition, the quality of the invented solution did not show a statistically significant correlation with performance on the immediate, Spearman’s $\rho(39) = .294, p = .070$, and the delayed transfer assessment, Spearman’s $\rho(39) = .197, p = .228$.

Students had to write four explanation in the explain conditions; thus, they could obtain a maximum score of 16. The explanation of students were of rather high quality (explain$\text{grounded}$: $M = 13.846, SD = 1.615$; explain$\text{idealized}$: $M = 13.351, SD = 1.975$). The quality of explanations did not differ between both conditions, $t(74) = 1.198, p = .235, d = .274$. In the explain$\text{grounded}$ condition, the quality of explanations was not correlated with performance on the immediate, Spearman’s $\rho(39) = .187, p = .255$, but with performance on the delayed transfer assessment, Spearman’s $\rho(39) = .442, p = .005$. In the explain$\text{idealized}$ condition, the quality of the explanations was also not correlated with performance on the immediate, Spearman’s $\rho(37) = .073, p = .666$, but with performance on the delayed transfer assessment, Spearman’s $\rho(37) = .327, p = .048$. We provide a tentative interpretation of these explorative analyses for students’ activity during learning in the discussion.

**Kinds of transfer items.** We explored whether the performance differences between conditions were more strongly affected by the two kind of items of the transfer test. That is, some items required to write conceptual descriptions, others required to calculate solutions. To this aim, we recomputed the 2 (Time: repeated assessment of the transfer test) × 5 (Condition) repeated-measures ANOVA for the transfer test twice: once for the conceptual items and once for the calculation items (see Table 2 for means). Note that, splitting up the test, reduced the internal consistency of the scales (for calculation items in the immediate transfer test, Cronbach’s $\alpha = .627$; for the delayed transfer test, $\alpha = .627$; for conceptual items in the immediate transfer test, $\alpha = .747$; for the delayed transfer test, $\alpha = .788$).

The ANOVA for conceptual items showed no effects of time, $F(1, 184) = .098, p = .755, \eta^2 = .001$, and condition, $F(4, 184) = 1.576, p = .183, \eta^2 = .033$, but a significant Time × Condition interaction, $F(4, 184) = 2.947, p = .022, \eta^2 = .060$. Therefore, we computed two ANOVAs for each measurement point. For the immediate transfer test, the ANOVA showed a significant effect of condition, $F(4, 184) = 3.970, p = .004, \eta^2 = .079$. For the delayed transfer test, the ANOVA showed no significant effect of condition, $F(4, 184) = 2.061, p = .088, \eta^2 = .043$. The ANOVA for procedural items showed significant effects of time, $F(1, 184) = 20.750, p < .001, \eta^2 = .101$, and condition, $F(4, 184) = 3.229, p = .014, \eta^2 = .066$, but the Time × Condition interaction was not significant, $F(4, 184) = 1.531, p = .195, \eta^2 = .032$. For the immediate transfer test, the ANOVA showed a significant effect of condition, $F(4, 184) = 3.970, p = .004, \eta^2 = .079$. For the delayed transfer test, the ANOVA showed no significant effect of condition, $F(4, 184) = 2.061, p = .088, \eta^2 = .043$. The pattern of means both for conceptual and procedural items matches the pattern for the total transfer score (see Table 2). Taken together, these explorative analyses for the transfer item kinds converge with the analyses for the overall transfer performance. That is, the difference became smaller over time while the differences seem not to be specifically driven by one of the two kinds of transfer items.

**Discussion**

For an in vivo experimental study run in ninth-grade mathematics classrooms, we developed learning materials that introduced a central concept in linear algebra (namely, the concept of the slope of the graph of linear functions) to investigate specific implementations of the PS-I sequence. The goal of the study was twofold: First, we wanted to conceptually replicate the superiority of PS-I learning to the traditional T&P approach that has been demonstrated in various previous studies (for an overview see Loibl et al., 2016). Second, we hypothesized that the success of the PS-I sequence might depend on the interaction of the two design features: (a) “scaffolding prompts” that are used to engage learners in productive comparing and contrasting cases activities and (b) the “representational characteristics” of the cases. To this aim, we scaffolded processing of the cases with either self-explanation or invention prompts and varied the representational characteristics by using either grounded or idealized cases in the PS-I learning materials. With this $2 \times 2$ design, we tested whether the effectiveness of PS-I learning materials depended on the combination of these two design features.
How Design Features of PS-I Learning Environments Took Effect

Our first hypothesis, according to which the PS-I sequence would generally benefit transfer performance in comparison to the T&P sequence, did not receive full empirical support. Not all four PS-I conditions performed significantly better than the T&P condition, in which students received the instructional explanation before they solved practice problems. Immediately after learning, only participants who studied grounded cases coupled with self-explanation prompts (explain\textsubscript{grounded}), participants who studied grounded cases coupled with invention prompts (invent\textsubscript{grounded}), and participants who studied idealized cases coupled with invention prompts (invent\textsubscript{idealized}) outperformed T&P learners, but not participants who studied idealized cases coupled with explanation prompts (explain\textsubscript{idealized}). In the repeated assessment of the transfer performance 4 weeks after learning, even only the learners who learned with the PS-I materials in which idealized cases were coupled with invention prompts (invent\textsubscript{idealized}) showed a statistically significant advantage over T&P learners. This result suggests that there is no general superiority of PS-I compared to traditional T&P instruction. All of our PS-I conditions required learners to compare and contrast cases. If students successfully engage in structural alignment of the cases (Gentner, 2010), this typically results in superior learning outcomes in comparison to other forms of case study (Alfieri et al., 2013). However, integrating these comparing and contrasting cases activities in real classrooms has been shown to be challenging for mathematics teachers (Star et al., 2015). Complementing these findings, our results indicate that it matters how a comparing and contrasting cases activity is designed when it is implemented in real classroom instruction.

Accordingly, we found the interaction pattern formulated in Hypothesis 2 in the $2 \times 2$ design of the PS-I learning materials for both times of transfer assessment. However, this interaction was not particularly pronounced especially in the delayed transfer performance. We predicted that grounded cases would lead to a better transfer performance if coupled with self-explanation prompts while idealized cases would lead to a better transfer performance if coupled with invention prompts. When learning was scaffolded with self-explanation prompts, we found the predicted difference only in the immediate transfer performance, but not in the delayed transfer performance. When learning was scaffolded with invention prompts, we found the predicted difference only in the delayed but not in the immediate transfer performance. Furthermore, whether grounded cases were coupled with invention or self-explanation prompts did not statistically matter. However, it mattered whether idealized cases were coupled with invention or self-explanation prompts: The combination of idealized cases and the invention prompt led to a superior transfer performance. Additionally, students who learned with idealized cases showed a slight increase in transfer performance over time while students who learned with grounded cases showed a slight performance decrease over time. Hence, the interaction was more complicated than we expected. Nevertheless, the results clearly highlight that it is important to carefully design comparing and contrasting cases activities in PS-I sequences.

The present results thus complement and extend recent research on the benefits of comparing and contrasting cases. Sidney and colleagues (2015) showed that juxtaposing cases is not sufficient to trigger structural alignment in which learners identify similarities and differences and abstract from the cases to construct generalizable knowledge representation. Self-explanation prompts were necessary to scaffold learners’ processing of simultaneously presented cases. Our findings indicate that the representational characteristics of the cases also matter. Only if grounded cases were coupled with self-explanation prompts, a significant advantage performance in comparison to the control condition was detected and this advantage was only present directly after learning. Four weeks later, this advantage disappeared. We assume that the self-explanation prompts initially helped learners to abstract from the context provided in the grounded cases, but that the contextual details were encoded anyway. Over time, these details seem to have become an integral part of the knowledge representation encoded from the learning materials, and thus hamper transfer performance in the long run. This assumption is backed up by findings that learners encode knowledge representations that preserve the format and the details of presentation (e.g., De Bock, Deprez, Van Dooren, Roelens, & Verschaffel, 2011; Schalk, Saalbach, & Stern, 2016).

Coupling a prompt to invent a canonical solution with idealized cases was the only PS-I sequence that led to stable advantages over the T&P sequence. The prompt to invent a canonical solution that demands to abstractly and coherently describe a set of cases is a highly challenging task. Students often fail to find the right solution, but this failure can prepare them for an instructional explanation (e.g., Kapur, 2008). At first glance, our results might seem to be in conflict with findings by Glogger-Frey and colleagues (2015). They showed that learners benefitted more from learning with worked examples than from inventing. However, they also showed that learners in their inventing condition recalled more surface features (Experiment 2). Their cases actually contained various surface features: colored and detailed pictures of clowns organized in compartments of busses represented density. Thus, according to our distinction between grounded and idealized cases, the cases used by Glogger-Frey and colleagues would be considered grounded cases. Thus, our results rather refine the findings of Glogger-Frey and colleagues by indicating that the efficiency of prompts depends on the representational characteristics of the cases.

In the introduction and when deriving our hypotheses, we speculated that PS-I sequences might pose a desirable difficulty (Bjork, 1994) for learners by increasing the germane load (Sweller et al., 1998) in comparison to the T&P sequence and consequently enhance transfer performance. Despite its plausibility, this generic claim is not entirely supported by our data. Explorative analyses in which we correlated students’ activity during learning with their transfer performance allow speculating about mechanisms underlying our findings but do not reveal a fully consistent picture.

In general, students’ activity was of good quality across conditions. In the T&P condition, the mean performance in solving the practice problems was high. But, the solution rate of practice problems was not correlated with transfer performance at both measurement points. Given that T&P did result in inferior transfer performance in comparison to some of the PS-I conditions, one could argue and reinstate a widely held practical and theoretical assumption (for an overview see Nokes-Malach & Mestre, 2013) that simply computing the solutions to eight similar problems is not the best instructional technique to support students’ transfer
performance. In both explain conditions, the quality of self-explanation did not correlate with immediate, but with the delayed transfer performance. Thus, their constructive activity when formulating the self-explanations did not matter much initially (here grounded cases helped students in their performance on the transfer test). But, 4 weeks later when the delayed transfer test was administered, this activity mattered. Students might have forgotten the direct instruction (i.e., simply reading about how to compute the slope of linear functions) over the 4 weeks, but seemed to still remember their self-explanation activity—the ones who provided higher quality explanations now also performed better (while the representational characteristics of the cases did not substantially influence performance any more). In the invent conditions, the quality of invented solutions correlated with transfer performance on both measurement points when learners worked with grounded cases, but not when they worked with idealized cases. Remember that the invent grounded learners were inferior in transfer performance compared to the invent idealized learners, and invent idealized outperformed all other conditions on the delayed transfer test. Thus, one may speculate that the invent idealized condition was a constructive learning opportunity for all students. A possible theoretical explanation is that this PS-I design posed a desirable difficulty for all learners which unequivocally increased their germane load. In contrast, in the invent grounded condition, transfer performance depended more on the quality of the invented solutions. As said, the invention prompt is challenging and grounded cases might provide unnecessary details. If some learners are not able to ignore the details, these details may increase their extrinsic load and by this decrease their germane load. Thus, their quality of inventions suffers and with this their transfer performance. Importantly, these speculative explanations of how students’ activity during learning is related to their transfer performance are based on explorative analyses and thus have to be taken with a grain of salt.

Limitations and Directions for Future Research

With the present study, we opted to achieve high ecological validity. Therefore, we conducted the study in vivo; that is, learners were tested in their mathematics classrooms. However, this benefit comes at a cost. First, we had less control over how exactly learners processed the learning materials. A precise and tightly coupled measurement of cognitive load would be helpful to better track students learning processes when working on comparing and contrasting cases activities and when processing the instructional explanation. It has, for example, been shown that taking up student generated solutions and comparing them to a canonical solution in a direct instruction phase (i.e., when the teacher provides an instructional explanation) increases learning outcomes (Loibl & Rummel, 2014). We could not adapt the instructional explanation to individual student’s solutions because we implemented the experimental variation within classrooms (to realize a real experiment with randomized distribution of learning materials). Furthermore, while we held the time of the different sequences constant across conditions, we cannot be sure that all students actually productively used the time. The explorative correlational analyses of students’ activity during learning and their learning outcomes seem to indicate that the invent idealized condition was beneficial for all learners. However, the comparison of the correlations across the explain and invent conditions was inevitably based on different coding schemes for categorizing self-explanations and invented solutions. It is possible that these differences in the coding schemes influenced the correlational pattern. Therefore, further research is needed that directly tests whether specific PS-I sequences are beneficial for all learners while others may benefit only specific groups of students. This would require assessing student’s domain-general reasoning abilities and their domain-specific knowledge and regressing their learning gains in PS-I sequences on these facets.

Second, it is possible that the superior performance of students who studied idealized cases coupled with the invention prompt might result from motivational effects. In explorative analyses, we showed that mastery and performance orientation (measured before instruction) did not substantially influence transfer performance, but we did not assess any kind of motivation after students had processed the learning materials. Glogger-Frey and colleagues (2015) reported that the invention prompt can increase curiosity and interest (Experiment 1). Thus, learners from the invent idealized condition in our study might have looked for more information about slopes on their own in the time between the immediate and delayed transfer assessment. We however assume that it is unlikely given that learners in the invent grounded condition did not increase their performance from the immediate to the delayed transfer assessment. Nevertheless, the motivational aspects of PS-I sequences are underexplored. If specific PS-I sequences benefit, for example, curiosity and interest, this might positively influence students’ subsequent learning behavior. Here, studies are needed in which students’ knowledge and motivational development is monitored over more extended instructional units (potentially comprised of repeated PS-I sequences). This would allow investigation of whether and to what extent subsequent learning behavior is indeed positively nudged by inventions prompts.

Third, our transfer tasks were situated in novel contexts that had no superficial similarity to any learning material, but we reminded them that the contents of the learning materials might help them to solve the tasks (i.e., our test should be considered a cued transfer test). This makes it difficult to clearly identify how students transferred their knowledge. Our explorative analyses for the two kinds of transfer tasks (i.e., items either requiring calculating solutions or conceptual descriptions), showed that the pattern for different kinds of transfer tasks (i.e., items either requiring calculating solutions or conceptual descriptions), showed that the pattern for different instructional sequences. For example, Schalk and colleagues (2016) varied the transfer distance and could thus more precisely describe transfer performance (also see De Bock et al., 2011; Nokes, 2009; for precise assessments of different kinds of transfer). Thus, future studies that aim to more deeply explore how PS-I sequences benefit knowledge construction and abstraction, should include a range of transfer tasks with varying distance to the learning materials.

Fourth, replications of the present results are needed. Directly applying our material to samples from other countries would deliver information about the robustness of the impact of the prompts and design features we studied on learning about graphs of linear functions. Beyond that, the broader generalizability of our findings needs to be investigated. We focused on two design aspects for which there are profound theoretical reasons and em-
pirical support that they influence learners’ processing and encoding of the cases. We believe that our description of the design factors allows researcher to develop conceptually similar learning materials and test the robustness of our findings across different contents and age groups. While not all results of the present study are particularly strong, they nevertheless clearly indicate that design aspects of PS-I activities cause differences in performance and thus provide a good starting point for future research.

Another aspect that has not yet received any attention in the PS-I literature concerns the relational complexity of the concept to be learned (for an extended discussion of relational complexity see Goldwater & Schalk, 2016). For example, the variance concept used in several previous PS-I studies (e.g., Kapur, 2012; Loibl & Rummel, 2014) is probably more challenging to learn than the concept of the slope of the graph of a linear function used in the present study which in turn might be more challenging than the density concept used in several studies (Glogger-Frey et al., 2015; Schwartz et al., 2011). Comparing the effect sizes across these studies seems to indicate that a less structured invention prompt could be more effective, the more relationally complex the concept is. However, this is at odds with research on the relational complexity (or element interactivity) of single worked examples which indicates that learning about more complex concepts benefits from more structure (Chen, Kalyuga, & Sweller, 2015). Thus, we suggest that future empirical research which systematically varies the complexity of concepts, the kind of prompts, and the representational characteristics of the cases in PS-I settings will be highly valuable both from a theoretical and practical perspective.

Conclusion

PS-I sequences have repeatedly been shown to benefit learning and transfer performance in comparison to a T&P sequence. In the present study, we implemented differently designed comparing and contrasting cases activities which are generally regarded to be an effective exploratory problem-solving activity in PS-I sequences to prepare students for a subsequent explanation. But, recent research together with the present study indicates that this beneficial effect is easily achieved. The effectiveness depends on design aspects such as the representational characteristics and the prompts used to scaffold the structural alignment of the cases. We showed that across two points of transfer assessment (immediately after learning and 4 weeks later), only learners who studied idealized cases scaffolded by invention prompts outperformed learners who first received an instructional explanation before solving practice tasks. Thus, making a PS-I sequence more efficient than a standard T&P sequence requires careful design of the learning materials.
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